
Comments Received from the End Term 

Feedback (Students Observations)

Innovations Proposed and Adopted from Self Assessment 

Form (Faculty Observations)

Subject Faculty Area
Please identify what you consider to be the 

strengths of the course.
Comments

Marketing Management-I Dr Sakshi Khanna Marketing

# The course has given in depth insights of the market, and 

I feel that it has actually generated my interest into it.

# Field based projects

# Social Media Content Trends 

# Role play

# Vedio contents were used

Financial Reporting and 

Analysis
Prof Rajni Joshi Finance

# The learning that I took from the course is of analyzing 

financials of the companies, and interpreting what to 

consider and what not to.

# Company presentation

Tech-Driven Component Planned - Excel, Capitaline Database

Extraction of data from Capitaline Database

Use of excel for Financial Statement Analysis

Business from Legal, 

Ethical and CSR 

perspective

Prof Arun 

Sangwan
Strategy

# Get to learn more ethics

# Came to know topics which iam not heard of

Discussing the case study is the strength of this course.

I have asked the groups to submit a list of companies and issues that they 

intended to explore in Team Projects. This would ensure that the groups 

select a diverse range of companies and issues. 

# Understanding of the context of, emphasis of need for (objectives), and 

desired outcomes through UN SDRs is a must in the course. 

#The pedagogical tools was case-lets and videos of implementation, and 

outcomes.

Managerial Economics
Prof Manpreet 

Kaur Uppal
Strategy

# Knowing the major concepts of managerial economics is 

the strength of this course.

# For non-commerce background students tutorial sessions were planned 

alongwith the vedio contents.

Managing People & 

Teams
Prof Shuchi Dixit OB&HR

# Knowing how to manage own feelings 

This course motivated me to be more confident, with the 

ability of differentiating things on the scale of several 

levels.

# The strength of this course is managing and knowing 

behavior of people in corporate. 

# Story telling about the theories of Motivation

# Stories of succeful leaders for Theories of Leadership

Business Communication 

I

Prof Vibhor 

Kataria
OB&HR

# In-session participation 

# The major strengths of this course is, it helps us knowing 

the structure of the business communications which 

involves email, report writing.

# The rubric criteria as established before the administration of the course 

and the project.

# Case is as such not a professional document that students will use in 

corporate business communication. Also, in interest of the focus on 

business problem solving approach for fostering articulation

# Emphasise submission of documents on Google drive

Statistics for Business 

Decision

Prof Bhajneet 

Kaur

Operations/IB/

BA

# Getting  knowledge more about statistics

The practical questions is the strength along with the 

question solving during the class. 

# Making connection with BRM has helped

# Good Hands on Session [TECHNOLOGY INTERVENTIONs] was conducted 

based upon the Measures of Variability. 

Spreadsheet for Business
Dr Saurabh 

Mittal

Operations/IB/

BA

# Getting more new excel shortcuts and techniques

The course cleared all the doubts regarding Excel and 

formulas used in them.

# The practical questions is the strength if this course.

# New dimensions like visualisation were also taught in the case study.

# Real world data was provided to the students for anaylsis

# Manual and formula based annuities were taught to the students for 

better understanding

Employability 

Enhancement

Ms Shirly/ Prof 

Shuchi

Learning & 

Development
# Knowing the strength and weakness.

# As the team project was not a written report, it was rather a competition 

based team project. It instilled high team spirit, greater participation, boost 

in confidence and public speaking. All these were in alignment with the Los 

of the course

# CANVA and Prezi, Creative ways of data visualization
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Marketing Research and 

Analytics

Dr. Rahul Pratap 

Singh Kaurav
Marketing

# Students problmes of understanding the real life 

situations

# New Pedagogy - Showing and discussing the live research papers

# Having the live real life cases and solving them with the help of students

Business to Business 

Marketing 

Prof. Arun 

Sangwan
Marketing -

# More Role Plays conducted

# have been encouraging two teams to undertake the same but they need 

to arrive at a consensus within the team as it would need contributions 

from key Team members atleast.

# I demanded of the teams to make Team Presentations to additionally 

cover ‘contents of Sessions 12-16’. It proved extremely effective, and 

widely acknowledged by students too.

Strategic Marketing
Dr. Rahul Pratap 

Singh Kaurav
Marketing

# Students problmes of understanding the real life 

problems, corporate orientation, and problem solving 

attitude

# Showing and discussing the live story form the concurrent situation

# Design thinking was included for solving the problem

Security Analysis and 

Valuation
Dr. Purnima Rao Finance -

# New Pedagogy - Prior Video tutorials, Modelling and forecasting and 

preparing charting and patterns in Technical Analysis

# Change in Assessment - Class Tests Helps in place of Quiz, End Term Exam 

through Excel Helps

Advanced Corporate and 

Finance
Dr. Purnima Rao Finance - # face issues in Computing Real Strategy Options

Management of Banks & 

Financial Institutions

Prof. Farida 

Rasiwala
Finance -

# I used Excel, A template of CAMEL Model was designed and students did 

their individual assignment on excel template. Other pedagogical tools 

were used.

Tax Regulations & 

Planning

Mr Vineet Gupta 

(VF)
Finance -

# practice was itself done in the class.

# New Pedagogy used - Concepts related to return filing were explained 

through the softwares

# Change in pedagogy - The Topic “Double Taxation Relief” and “Transfer 

Pricing” replaced with The Topic “Income From Capital Gains” and “Income 

From Other Sources” was covered in the course which is an important part 

of the course.

Investment Banking
Prof. Farida 

Rasiwala
Finance -

# A template of CAMEL Model was designed and students did their 

individual assignment on excel template. Other pedagogical tools used 

were class discussions, cross questioning, case based discussion, Problem 

Solving

Compensation & 

Benefits 

Dr Pavitra 

Dhamija
OB&HR -

# Students were more comfortable with case analysis

# New Pedagogy used - Latest news on HR, 5-10 minutes discussion in the 

beginning of every session. As per the received feedback, this practice 

helped students in their placements.   

# This course will be more effective, when delivered in a blended mode like 

75% by the internal faculty and 25% by the guest/industry expert.

# Change in Assessment Methods - Case analysis (salary structure was 

already conducted as class assignment as part of their interview 

preparation process), Students were satisfied with case study

# The team project was based on the Designing Salary Structure on MS-

Excel and Incentive Plan in PPT (situational/hypothetical)

# Role of IT in Compensation and Benefits delivery , Students were 

educated about Compensation and Benefits form global contexts.



India's Foreign Trade Dr. Namita Dixit IB -

# In this elective course of India’s Foreign Trade, the Govt’s export import 

policy, measure, applicability, outlook are made part of the course 

structure.

# Topic should be updated - Foreign Trade Policy 2021-25, This is updated 

every five years. Annual Review Policy

To make the course updated every year.

# Proposed LO Statement - Most Applicable Statements, Effectiveness is 

the benchmark

# Analytical Study

# The class being mostly online was very effective as it was systematic. The 

real time study was possible. The students were able to manage the 

assignments as well as class presence due to the comfort of their  

environment and the formalities of the class. The class participation was 

tremendous

Big Data Ecosystem 
Dr Saurabh 

Mittal
Operations -

# The subject is quite technical in its content. The students were not having 

background knowledge of the concepts. Hence it may be supported by 

introducing some basic concepts in other core papers in first year.

# The half credit course had mainly technical concept understanding, There 

was little scope for hands on training.  However some video based cases 

and demonstrations were used in delivery.

# This course may be offered to the students of Analytics specialisation and 

less technical and more application oriented course may be offered to the 

students as core paper.

# We may consider other subject in place of this paper as core paper for 

the students. 

# New Pedagory - Video Case Discussion

# I propose whole subject to be reviewed as it is very technical in nature 

and most of the students had not understanding of the core topics.

# Topics should be included - 

Information Systems, Decision Support Systems, Database, DBMS, Expert 

Systems, Business Intelligence, Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning - 

These topics will give better insights to the students about the role of 

technology in the business world. These topics are not covered in the 

syllabus till now.



Career Preparedness Ms. Shirly Rex LnD -

# This will only enhance the employability aspect as the course core focus is 

to make them placement ready. Hence, throughout the course, rigorous 

practice were given to each student for them to be ready for placements

# New Pedagory used - Placement process related assessments

# As we saw the students needed continuous updation in the resume, 

hence we took their PI+Domain interview as their assessment component.

# Zoom/Gmeets. Introduced Video resume for common

# As the course was meant for individual practice, all the mock sessions 

were individual so that they get complete individual feedback and they can 

get all their doubts clear. These sessions followed by SANKALP 3 gave them 

a complete exposure of experiential practicing of all probable placement 

processes to make them placement ready.

# Absence of students from mocks with an assumption that it is not credit-

based. 


